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Simulation and Framework for the Humanoid Robot TigerBot 
Felisa Sze 
Supervising Professor: Dr. Ferat Sahin 
Walking humanoid robotics is a developing field. Different humanoid robots allow for different 
kinds of testing. TigerBot is a new full-scale humanoid robot with seven degrees-of-freedom legs 
and with its specifications, it can serve as a platform for humanoid robotics research. Currently 
TigerBot has encoders set up on each joint, allowing for position control, and its sensors and joints 
connect to Teensy microcontrollers and the ODroid XU4 single-board computer central control 
unit. The components’ communication system used the Robot Operating System (ROS). This 
allows the user to control TigerBot with ROS. It’s important to have a simulation setup so a user 
can test TigerBot’s capabilities on a model before using the real robot. A working walking gait in 
the simulation serves as a test of the simulator, proves TigerBot’s capability to walk, and opens 
further development on other walking gaits. A model of TigerBot was set up using the simulator 
Gazebo, which allowed testing different walking gaits with TigerBot. The gaits were generated by 
following the linear inverse pendulum model and the basic zero-moment point (ZMP) concept. 
The gaits consisted of center of mass trajectories converted to joint angles through inverse 
kinematics. In simulation while the robot follows the predetermined joint angles, a proportional-
integral controller keeps the model upright by modifying the flex joint angle of the ankles. The 
real robot can also run the gaits while suspended in the air. The model has shown the walking gait 
based off the ZMP concept to be stable, if slow, and the actual robot has been shown to air walk 
following the gait. The simulation and the framework on the robot can be used to continue work 
with this walking gait or they can be expanded on for different methods and applications such as 
navigation, computer vision, and walking on uneven terrain with disturbances.  
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List of Contributions 
 
• Created a URDF for TigerBot to be used for simulation 
• Implemented and controlled a model in the Gazebo simulator 
• Implemented a PI controller for standing in simulation 
• Successfully implemented walking in simulation  
• Implemented position control on the real robot using ROS 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Humanoid robotics is an important field. Robots that mimic the human form and move and walk 
like humans can access spaces meant for humans and lead to improvements in prosthetics and other 
forms of robotics connected to humans. Humanoid walking robots, for example, would be able to 
access the different terrains humans can, like stairs. Like other legged robots, bipedal robots could 
navigate rough terrain, and full-scale humanoid robots can navigate on eye-level with humans. 
Humanoid robots are well suited for interacting with humans since they can fit in spaces other 
mobile robots might not, and with arms and end-effectors, can use devices as a human would.  
Many humanoid robots have been developed, both small-scale and full-scale. Since the WABOT 
series of robots from Waseda University, humanoid robots have expanded in complexity, 
versatility, and robustness, being able to walk, run, recover from disturbances, navigate on their 
own, and more. Once companies and research facilities build appropriate humanoids, they can be 
used to research different methods for movement and applications for humanoid robots.  
TigerBot is a new full-scale humanoid robot from Rochester Institute of Technology. It was 
intended to be a tour guide for RIT visitors, and is currently a platform for graduate students to test 
humanoid applications such as walking. It has 7 degrees of freedom per leg, including an active toe, 
and sensors such as encoders, force sensors, and an IMU. Built as it is, it should be capable of 
balancing and walking. Simulation allows walking gaits to be tested on a model before testing the 
gaits on the real robot. 
A simulation model of TigerBot was constructed using the simulator Gazebo with the Robot 
Operating System (ROS). To prove its usability, a working walking gait was generated and tested 
to work with TigerBot. The walking gait involved generating inverse kinematics using MoveIt! 
based off the desired center-of-mass (COM) trajectory. The trajectory was designed to keep the 
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zero-moment-point within the support polygon outlined by the robot’s feet while switching the 
COM between each foot to allow the swing foot to lift and take a step. The gait is mainly in the 
double support phase for stability, which allows the simulated robot to walk hundreds of steps 
before falling. There is also fall-resistance and recovery based on the COM’s velocity. 
The real TigerBot is suspended on an engine hoist, allowing for air-walking. The single-board 
computer and the microcontrollers distributed on TigerBot were programmed for position control 
to follow the control scheme set up in the simulation, and the walk gait was given to the robot for 
it to perform, which it did adequately. This set up can be reused should the simulation be expanded 
on, or act as a basis for other forms of control. 
Past this introduction, this thesis delves into other humanoid robots designed in the past and 
humanoid walking concepts. It then covers TigerBot and its hardware and software features. The 
software that was set up for simulation is explained, and the progress of the walking gait and how 
it runs in simulation follows. Then how the real TigerBot is set up for control is covered, and how 




Chapter 2: Literature Survey 
2.1 Overview of Humanoid Robots 
The first full-scale humanoid robot capable of walking was WABOT-1 in 1973 from Waseda 
University. It was followed by WABOT-2 in 1984. Honda created a series of humanoid robots; P2 
in 1996 was able to walk. It had successors P3, in 1997, and ASIMO, in 2000. Following these 
initial robots came other walking humanoid robots such as HRP-2, JOHNNIE, KHR-2, Nao, and 
LOLA. 
Honda’s ASIMO is one of the well-known early walking humanoid robots. Its predecessor, P2, 
had 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) per leg and 7 DOF arms, with force sensors on the feet and a 
ground inclination sensor. It walked using the ZMP concept, and can correct its posture using 
sensors, allowing for walking on inclines [1]. ASIMO is similar to P2, though it has modified 6 
DOF arms. It also had vision and auditory systems for navigation and human communication [2]. 
HRP-2 came from Japan’s Humanoid’s Robotics Project in 2002. It had standard 6 DOF legs 
and arms, and also waist joints. It could walk on rough terrain without tipping over, and could 
recover from a fall [3]. 
KHR-2 is the successor to KHR-1, coming from Korea Advanced Institute of Science and 
Technology. It has 41 DOF total including 11 DOF arms and hands, and six DOF legs. It walks 
following a pattern alternating between single and double support phases. It uses dampening control 
during the single support phase, landing orientation and timing control during the transition between 
phases, and ZMP control during the double support phase to keep the ZMP at the center between 
the feet. During the walking pattern, the torso’s roll and pitch are controlled to keep the torso upright 
using an inertia sensor in the torso and the ankle’s pitch joint and the pelvis’s position [4]. 
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NAO is a small, affordable humanoid robot from the company Aldebaran-Robotics. It walks 
using ZMP and an open-loop walking algorithm. It also has a unique hip design where the pelvis is 
made up of two angled hinged joints with a single motor opposed to a waist joint and the two hip 
rotation joints [5].  
TigerBot is heavily inspired by the humanoid robot LOLA [6]. LOLA is a full scale bipedal 
robot with 7 DOF legs and 3 DOF arms, and is the successor to JOHNNIE, both of which come 
from the Technical University of Munich. LOLA has been used as a platform for fast walking, 
obstacle avoidance, dynamic walking, and more [7] [8] [9]. 
LOLA was modeled in a dynamic simulation with consideration towards rigid multibody 
dynamics, contact dynamics, and drive dynamics. The rigid multibody dynamics were described 
with equations of motion that were calculated by considering the robot made up of multiple rigid 
links, with different masses. The contact dynamics described the feet’s contact with the ground; this 
is necessary as LOLA has shock absorbing material on the soles of its feet. The drive dynamics 
concern the permanent magnet synchronous motors used on LOLA. Assumptions are made to 
model them as dc motors, to then get the actuator torque. These equations are combined to have 
equations for the entire robot’s dynamics [10]. 
For walking, LOLA uses a real-time walking pattern generator to generate a COM trajectory 
from desired footstep locations. Walking parameters are used to calculate constraints, which go 
towards foot trajectories. These trajectories are converted into contact torque reference trajectories, 
which can be converted to ZMP. The COM x and y axis trajectories are then generated based on 
these trajectories, and on assuming a modified LIPM where the mass of the robot is split into three 
points for the torso and each leg. This is done instead of the traditional LIPM with a single mass 
since with a faster walking speed, the swing foot motion becomes more influential to the COM 
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trajectory [11]. LOLA also has stabilization in a form of impedance control. The concept is hybrid 
force and position control along with a joint position control loop and a contact force trajectory 
control loop [10]. 
LOLA’s sensor system includes absolute encoders for the joints, force/torque sensors for the 
feet, and an IMU in the chest. The control system was made up of a central control unit housed in 
the chest connected to nine smaller control units for lower-level tasks. The central control unit 
handled walking on its own, but an external computer was used for monitoring and sometimes 
vision. It also used an external power supply [10]. 
2.2 Overview of Humanoid Robotics Concepts 
 
This section covers terminology and concepts used in humanoid robotics research. This 
includes the zero-moment point, the linear inverse pendulum model, and other methods of 
bipedal walking. Some terms and variables are shown in Figure 1, to illustrate what they refer to. 
 




One common walking method is through zero-moment point (ZMP) control. The ZMP is the 
point where the net horizontal (x and y directions) moments from ground forces and the ankle forces 
is zero, leaving the vertical reaction forces and momentum at that point. [12]. 
ZMP as a concept came from Vukobratovic and Juricic [13] who also suggested using it in gait 
synthesis. It was first used practically with the WL-10RD robot in 1984, at Waseda University [12].  
 For a biped robot consisting of multiple links, ZMP can be approximated as: 







       (1) 







       (2) 
Where px and py are the x and y coordinates of the ZMP (with the x-y plane being the ground 
plane), xi, yi, and zi are the coordinates of the center of mass (COM) for a particular link i for each 
approximate link of the robot, and mi is the mass of the link i [14]. These terms and locations are 
illustrated in Figure 1. 
In the single stance, the ZMP should be located within the supporting foot, the shape of it being 
the support polygon; in the double stance, it should be within a support polygon bounded by the 
robot’s feet. For dynamic equilibrium, the ZMP should be in the support polygon. Should the ZMP 
approach and leave the support polygon edge, the robot will tilt around that edge and fall. The 
control system should then keep the ZMP in the support polygon, keep it from getting to close to 
the edge of the support polygon, and avoid loss of equilibrium due to disturbances. 
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The ZMP coincides with the center of pressure (COP) when the robot has a dynamically 
balanced gait, but the center of pressure is not always the ZMP, which happens when the gait is not 
dynamically balanced and the ZMP does not exist [12]. 
The COM of the robot is also linked to the ZMP. When the ZMP is at the edge of the support 
polygon, the robot begins to tip in that direction. But the COM can leave the support polygon if its 
dynamically balanced, with the ZMP still within the polygon. A walking gait can then be generated 
by moving the COM forward while keeping it supported. One way to do so is to model the legs and 
the COM as inverse pendulums, often called the linear inverse pendulum model (LIPM) [14].  
2.2.2 LIPM 
 
The LIPM models the robot as a single mass point at the robot’s COM. The COM represents the 
mass of the linear inverse pendulum, and the end of the pendulum is located at the ZMP. The model 
also assumes the ZMP can be approximated by the supporting foot’s placement, centered 





∗)         (3) 
Where xG and its double derivative is the position and acceleration of the COM along the x-axis 
(considered to be the axis of the robot’s trajectory, shown in Figure 1), p*x is the ZMP location 
along the same axis, zG is the height of the COM, and g is gravity. The perpendicular axis y follows 
the same equation. 
Assuming the ZMP to be constant under the supporting foot, the analytical solutions for the 
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Where xi
(n) and x˙i
(n) are the initial location and velocity of the COM along the x-axis at the start 
of the n-th step, t is time, and p*x is the x component of the ZMP, or foot location [15]. 
The trajectory of the inverse pendulum that makes up a step is called a walking primitive. The 
walking primitive spans a time range from zero to Ts, where Ts is the time it takes for a step in the 
single support phase. Walking primitives can be linked together to form a piece-wise function for 
a rudimentary walking gait if the final positions and velocities of the previous primitive match that 
of the initial positions and velocities of the next primitive [14] [15].  
These equations and required constraints for consecutive steps lead to other equations detailing 
the final position and velocity of the COM for each primitive and individual foot placement. To get 
specific foot placement for the desired final COM positioning an evaluation function for the error 
between the desired and real COM positions and velocities is minimized as much as possible, 
leading to the foot placement to reduce desired COM position error [14]. 
The evaluation function is: 
𝑁 = 𝑎(𝑥𝑑 − 𝑥𝑓
𝑛)
2
+ 𝑏(?̇?𝑑 − 𝑥?̇?
𝑛)
2
       (7) 
Where a and b are positive weights, xd and ?̇?𝑑are the desired COM position and velocity, and xnf 
and ?̇?𝑓
𝑛 are the final COM position and velocity of the n-th step. It is desired for N to be zero, so the 
way to do that would be to make xf equal xd. 
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To use the evaluation function, xf is needed. It can be determined from a state-space variation of 

















∗       (8) 




𝑛 are the final COM position and velocity of 
the n-th step, xni
 and ?̇?𝑖
𝑛 are the initial COM position and velocity of the n-th step, p*x is the ZMP’s 
x-component, and Tc comes from equation 6. 
By inserting the xnf and ?̇?𝑓
𝑛 determined from equation 8 into equation 7 and solving for the ZMP’s 
x component, p*x, comes the optimized foot placement function: 
𝑝𝑥













𝑛)  (9) 





        (10) 
Where a and b are the positive weights used in equation 7, C is cosh(t/Tc) and S is sinh(t/Tc), x
d 
and ?̇?𝑑are the desired COM position and velocity, xni and ?̇?𝑖
𝑛  are the initial COM position and 
velocity of the n-th step, p*x is the modified ZMP’s x-component, and Tc comes from equation 6. 
Again, the ZMP location and the supporting foot’s placement are considered equivalent in the 
LIPM, so equation 9 gives the x-coordinate of the optimized supporting foot placement, which is 
the ZMP location modified to have the final COM position and velocity match the desired position 
and velocity. 
The optimized foot location’s and modified ZMP’s y-coordinate, p*y, is found similarly by 
replacing the x variables with corresponding y variables. The effect of using equation 8 is proper 
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foot placements that take acceleration into account, such as a backstep at the start to gain 
acceleration, and a wider step at the end to decelerate [14]. 
The adjustable parameters in the walking gait is zG, the height of the COM, Ts, the step duration, 
and the lengths of the step along the x and y axes [15].  
Knowing the speed for the COM to travel at and the stride length allows for a simple gait of 
alternating between legs in the single support phase. Adding a double support phase smooths out 
the velocities and reduces sudden acceleration, but also increases the duration and lengths of the 
steps, since this phase is added between alternating single support phases. This leads to the position 
of the COM defined by a fourth-order polynomial, with coefficients determined by desired 
positions, velocities, and accelerations of the COM at the support exchange [14]. 
Implementation of a walking pattern generated by the LIPM requires a constant COM height. 
The pelvis link usually follows the COM trajectory, assuming the distance between the pelvis and 
COM remains constant, and the robot can be approximated with the LIPM. With the supporting 
foot trajectory following the desired ZMP placement, the non-supporting foot trajectory determined 
to match the next supporting foot phase’s initial conditions, and the pelvis following the COM 
trajectory, the joint angles can be determined using inverse kinematics [14]. 
2.2.3 Alternate Walking Methods 
 
An alternate model is the cart-table model, which makes the COM trajectory the input to the 
ZMP location output, which is the opposite of the linear inverse pendulum model [14]. This models 
the COM as a cart moving freely on a massless table with the table’s stand representing the robot’s 
stance foot, and the ZMP is under the table’s stand. ZMP-based walking pattern generation using 
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this model have different algorithms available. One algorithm is creating a COM trajectory from 
the ZMP equation: 
𝑝 = 𝑥𝐺 −
𝑧𝐺
𝑔
𝑥?̈?           (11) 
Where p is the ZMP, xG and its double derivative are the x-axis position and acceleration of the 
COM, and zG is the height of the COM [14].  
From the COM trajectory, a walking pattern with a multi-body model can be made. From that 
model as well, the real ZMP can be calculated, and the error between the real ZMP and the estimated 
ZMP can be reduced by adjusting the COM trajectory using the ZMP error. For online walking 
pattern generation, a preview controller is necessary [14]. 
Either model can be a basis for generating a walking gait. These walking pattern generators can 
be used for standard forward walking patterns, and with modification can produce other walking 
gaits for turning, walking on uneven terrain, and adapting to other conditions. Turning while 
walking for instance would require modifying step locations to curve in a certain direction [14]. 
Walking on uneven terrain would require sensors to determine the terrain, like visual sensors, or 
sensors on the feet to determine balance and contact with the ground; real-time gait generation 
would be necessary as well. 
The ZMP gait generation concept has many variations as well. Reference [16] looks at the Linear 
Pendulum Mode (LPM), which takes the concept of a virtual supporting point (VSP) and applies it 
during the double support phase. The virtual supporting point is a way to modify the LIPM model 
by assuming the supporting point, the ZMP, to be in a different location [17]. This allows for 
modified calculations for improved performance. The LPM sets the VSP to above the COM, and 
models the double support phase as a pendulum, with acceleration into the center of the stance, and 
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deceleration as it approaches the single support phase, leading to smoother COM trajectories. 
Another variation is ZMP with preview control, which is discretize the cart-table model to create a 
preview controller [14][18]. 
Outside of simulation, unaccounted-for modelling errors and the real-world environment can 
cause cascading errors. Stabilization for the robot can be done with a variety or a mixture of 
methods, including using ankle torque, modifying foot and ZMP placement, adjusting COM 
trajectory and acceleration, and compensating with other DOF [14] [9]. 
Gait synthesis using the ZMP concept is one of the most popular methods for walking, but there 
are other methods that focus less on ZMP for walking and stabilization, including machine learning 
and copying human data. Reference [19] uses Capture Step control, which plans a COM trajectory 
first and calculates footstep locations afterwards to follow the COM trajectory and also adjust to 
disturbances. The ZMP is referenced initially to push the COM towards the desired position, while 
the predicted COM then influences the footstep size but machine learning is primarily used to 
calculate changes in footstep size off the reference step size to keep the robot upright. The two goals 
of stepping to a desired position and staying upright is balanced with a combination of a control 
law for the torso inclination angle and the footstep error. Reference [20] uses online learning for 
the COM trajectory. It defines an index Self-Consistent Stability Criterion for a measure of 
consistency between desired and real COM trajectories and uses it for the reward function in 
learning. 
For making gaits based off human data, in [21], data was collected by having cameras record the 
3D position of LED sensors on human subjects while they walk in a straight line. The LED sensors 
are placed on the joints of the legs, at the heel and toe of the feet, the front and back of the sternum, 
and the belly button. From that data, the important outputs were considered to be the x-position of 
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the hip, the slope of the non-stance leg, and the angle of both knees. These outputs follow functions 
forms that define human walking to resemble linear spring damper system at a walking speed. 
Functions for these outputs can then be used to make a human-inspired controller. Reference [22] 
builds on these results and that of similar human-inspired controllers to follow partial hybrid zero 
dynamics and suggest the existence of a stable walking gait. These controllers were tested with 
NAO and an underactuated bipedal robot and accomplished robust walking. 
The basic ZMP generated gaits detailed previously are not wholly human-like; they often have 
constantly bent legs and the support foot kept parallel to the ground [23]. More human-like walking 
consists of extending the leg straight at times and incorporating heel-strikes in the gait. The bent 
knees are due to the constant COM height constraint many algorithms have but using straightened 
knees when possible makes the gait more natural and uses less energy and torque [24]. One method 
for straighter legs is to explicitly plan for vertical COM motion; another is set the desired COM 
height slightly higher than possible [25]. With a controller trying to meet it, the legs will straighten 
and bend more appropriately. Reference [24] follows the cart-table concept but relaxes the constant 
height constraint to allow for vertical hip motion. Singularities are mentioned to be an issue that 
can be fixed by modifying the foot trajectories to allow for toe-offs and heel strikes; this expands 
the legs’ workspace so they can stretch appropriately and increase the COM height.  
A toe joint is unnecessary, but such a joint for toe-offs lends itself to more human-like walking. 
Toe-offs can be implemented without a joint just by changing the angle of the foot so it is not always 
parallel to the ground [26]. Reference [23] used a robot model with no toe joint, but used virtual 
heels and toes, and shifted the ZMP accordingly. The virtual heels and toes were considered to be 
behind and in front of the flat foot, and when the ZMP shifted to the virtual link, the ZMP would 
effectively leave the support polygon and rotate around the foot’s back and front edge, for a heel-
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strike and toe-off respectively. Reference [27] achieved natural walking by explicitly defining the 
trajectories of the feet and knees, while compensating for the ZMP trajectory with computed waist 
motions.  
Changing some assumptions made will also affects how natural the gait looks. The ZMP is 
typically assumed to be constant while in the single support phase; in reality, the ZMP moves 
forward in the support polygon made by the foot [28]. Accounting for this makes walking more 
human-like. Reference [29] combines a moving ZMP from heel-to-toe with specific feet-tilt 
trajectories to include toe-offs and heel-strikes in the walking gait. Even without straightening the 
knees, the toe-offs and heel-strikes themselves allow for longer strides.  
The single-mass model LIPM can have significant error as it considers the robot to be equivalent 
to a single mass at the COM point. With a bipedal with significant mass included in the legs walks 
the motion of the swing leg could cause the behavior of the COM differ from the LIPM model. A 
two-mass model, the gravity-compensated inverted pendulum model, uses a second mass to 
represent the swing leg [30]. Three mass models, one at the COM and one for each leg, can be seen 
with LOLA, and [31] [32], to lessen modeling error that can come from the LIPM. This concept 




Chapter 3: TigerBot Overview 
3.1 Introduction 
TigerBot comes from RIT’s multi-disciplinary senior design class. The original goal for 
TigerBot was to develop a robotic tour guide for RIT that would give tours to prospective students 
and other visitors and demonstrate engineering aspects and execution by example. With that idea 
in mind, the desired aspects and capabilities included being human-sized and proportioned, 
untethered, able to carry a quarter of its weight, 22 DOF including arms and head motion, able to 
walk, turn, recover from disturbances, and avoid obstacles, and have voice commands. Not all 
points were met, but the current robot acts as a platform for additional work and testing. TigerBot’s 
CAD design and physical build can be seen in Figure 2. 
 
   (a)      (b) 
Figure 2: TigerBot, as (a) a SolidWorks model and (b) the physical build.  
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This version of TigerBot was made by the 7th iteration of the senior design team. The project 
started with small scale humanoids and scaled up to full size. The latest team was given the 6th 
iteration of TigerBot, which was the lower half of a full scale humanoid, from the waist down. The 
team deemed it inadequate, however, and designed TigerBot 7 from the ground up, using the motors 
from TigerBot 6.  
3.2 TigerBot Anatomy  
The anatomy of TigerBot follows a typical humanoid robot, as seen in Figure 3. Figure 3 also 
shows the conventional coordinate system. In addition to having the x-axis forward, y-axis to the 
side, and z-axis up, whenever ‘left’ or ‘right’ is mentioned, it refers to the robot’s left and right. 
Table 1 also specifies TigerBot’s height and other characteristics.  
 
 
Figure 3: The joints of TigerBot and the world frame coordinate system axes. 
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(m) Mass (kg) 
0.33921 0.20495 0.26154 51.51071 
 
TigerBot’s legs features three-axis hip joints to resemble a ball joint, knee joints, two-axis ankles 
for roll and pitch of the feet, and an active toe and passive heel to allow for more natural walking 
gaits with actuation in the foot. The ankles are controlled through two linear actuators that connect 
to the back of the ankle. To control the ankle’s pitch, the actuators have to move at the same speed 
in the same direction, while to control the roll they have to move in opposite directions. In that way 
the ankle’s two DOF are controlled simultaneously by differing the linear actuators’ speed and 
direction. The exact velocities of the actuators come from taking the speeds to travel one degree per 
second for each axis, converting them to the speeds to move the desired change in angle in the 
desired time, and adding the two speeds for each actuator together to get velocities to move in both 
axes simultaneously. The knee has a belt-and-pulley system attached to a harmonic drive. The feet 
consist of an active toe and a passive heel. The toe is powered with a motor and harmonic drive, 
while the heel is passively dampened to help absorb shock while walking. Both the toe and the heel 
are connected to a central block connected to the yoke of the ankle. The soles of the feel have foam 
cushioning to help absorb shock while walking and load cells in the four segments, two as the toe 




Figure 4: The right shank and foot. This shows how the Teknic Clearpath servo connects to a linear 
actuator, which itself is attached to the back of the ankle. 
TigerBot uses Teknic Clearpath servos which has multiple settings and control schemes 
available. The motors are set to the Step and Direction mode, so they can be used as stepper motors. 
The inputs to the motor include an enable, a direction input, and a step input; all three are digital 
inputs and the last takes pulse inputs. The motors also have a setting called Regressive Auto Spline 
(RAS), which is a time setting for automatic acceleration/deceleration on the scale of milliseconds. 
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The RAS time is kept low but is not completely turned off since it helps smooth the motion without 
having to have it programmed in externally. The motors are paired up with harmonic drives to 
increase the maximum torque with a 1:100 gear ratio except for the ankle joints. Absolute encoders 
are placed at the output of the harmonic drives for most of the joints. For the ankles, the absolute 
encoder is placed on the joint axis itself. For the rotational hip joints, an inductive absolute encoder 
is used. The servos have internal encoders, but they are only used for other modes of control and 
cannot be accessed directly by the user. Also, the output is modulated through the harmonic drive, 
so external encoders end up necessary. 
The model for TigerBot includes 2 DOF arms that have been designed but not yet machined and 
installed on the real robot. The joints are shoulder flexion and abduction joints. There is no end-
effectors designed, but the 2 DOF arms leaves it possible to mount some later; as they are, the arms 
could be controlled to keep balance while walking. 
3.3 TigerBot Electronics and Software 
For motor and sensor control, TigerBot uses an ODroid XU4 single-board computer as a 
central control unit and houses it in the chest with a cooling fan. A single-board computer is used 
because it can be installed within the robot itself and the robot would not require communicating 
to an external computer for basic control. The ODroid XU4 was chosen for its power compared 
to other single-board computers. The ODroid has the Ubuntu 14.04 Linux environment. This 
version of Ubuntu was used because it is compatible with ROS Indigo. ROS stands for Robot 
Operating System; it is a software infrastructure for robotics. It allows different components of a 
robot to communicate with each other using a node-topic structure. Nodes are executables that 
publish or subscribe to topics, which are lines of communication, though they do not know 
which node publishes messages or are subscribed to the topics. ROS uses software packages to 
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interface with different devices. For controlling TigerBot, the rosserial package is mainly used. 
This ROS package allows USB serial devices to act as nodes. ROS has multiple software 
versions, the latest being ROS Lunar. ROS Indigo was chosen for stability and the author’s 
familiarity with it; at the start of the project, ROS Kinetic was recently released but did not have 
a lot of packages compatible with it. ROS Lunar is out now as well but is still relatively new. 
 Each sublimb of the robot, e.g. the thigh and the shank, has a three-layer PCB stack that houses 
a Teensy microcontroller, which connects with up to three motors at a time. These PCB stacks, 
besides having chips and ports to connect the microcontroller to the motors and encoders, also have 
current sensors for the motor power lines, as the 75V DC power lines run through the PCB stacks. 
The layout of the PCB stack is the top layer for the Teensy, the middle layer for motor and encoder 
control, and the bottom later for power. The PCB stacks are in the thighs, shanks, pelvis, and chest. 
The thigh stack controls the hip abduction and flex and the knee, the shank stack controls the ankle 
and the toe, the pelvis stack controls the hip rotations and the waist abduction, and the chest stack 
is meant for the waist rotation. Figure 5 shows the PCB stack. 
 
Figure 5: The PCB stack located in the pelvis of TigerBot, featuring the Teensy microcontroller. 
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The microcontrollers plug into the single-board computer through external USB hubs and 
communicate through ROS. The microcontroller handles position-control of the joints using the 
encoder readings, which are received through the Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). While reading 
the encoders, the microcontroller can run the stepper motor to the desired position, which comes 
from the single-board computer. The microcontroller will also send the encoder readings to the 
single-board computer. 
The Teensys connects to ROS using the rosserial package. With the package, each Teensy 
initializes a separate node connected to the ROS master running on the single-board computer. The 
Teensy nodes can then load parameters for movements and subscribe and publish to topics. The 
single-board computer starts and ends the walking gaits by sending a message out to all the Teensys 
to act on. This is shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6: The flowchart of the connections between the ODroid, the Teensys, the encoders, and the 
motors. The ODroid sends commands and information to the Teensys to translate into commands 
for the motors. Each Teensy reads the encoders and sets the readings, the motors speeds, and the 




TigerBot has a variety of sensors. As mentioned previously, there are current sensors for each 
motor and absolute encoders for each joint and DOF. There is also an IMU in the chest, and force 
sensors in the sole of each foot. The current sensors’ values can be used to calculate torque on the 
motors, which allows for a torque-controller, and for torque constraints. The absolute encoders are 
necessary for position-based control which is the type of control mainly used for this project.  
TigerBot uses two varieties of absolute encoders. The kind mainly used is the AMT203 modular 
absolute encoder from CUI Inc. It has a resolution of 12 bits and communicates through SPI. It is 
used on the hip flex and abduction joints, the knees, and the ankle flex and abduction joints. The 
hip rotation joints cannot be measured with the AMT203 encoders since they need to be mounted 
between a stationary surface and a rotating shaft; the hip rotation joint is not conducive for such 
placement. Instead, IncOders from Zettlex are used. They are inductive angle encoders that consist 
of two rings that are meant to be mounted parallel but not touching each other. The difference in 
rotation between the two are measured through induction. This encoder also communicates with 
SPI, though it does not follow some aspects of SPI; for example, it does not have a slave select line 
as SPI usually expects. 
Each encoder communicates to a Teensy, which publishes the encoder readings over a ROS 
topic. The encoders are connected to multiplexers, though the multiplexers are relevant mainly for 
the IncOders to separate their outputs, since they do not have a slave select and will output readings 
endlessly when powered. The PCB stacks can support up to three encoders, to correspond to the 
three possible motors it would control. 
The IMU is from Variense, and has 3-axis gyroscopes, accelerometers, and magnetometers. It is 
a complete package that can plug into the single board computer through USB, so it does not require 
a Teensy like the other sensors for interpretation. It registers as a serial device and send its readings 
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continuously. Its outputs include readings from the accelerometer, gyroscopes, and magnetometers, 
and also the data as quaternions, Euler angles, and the heading. Each data type will have time stamps 
as well. The IMU can also take commands to change what data is streaming, change the resolution 
of the data, and test, calibrate, and check on different sensors. These readings could be used for 
monitoring the orientation of the chest and determine if the robot is tilting too far in one direction. 
To interpret and use these readings, the serial data will have to be parsed and then published on 
topics for the ROS nodes running the walking gaits to use. The pySerial library may be used for 
this. 
Force sensors on the feet show how the robot’s weight is distributed, and if the feet are contacting 
the ground. TigerBot has a Six-Axis Force/Torque (SAFT) sensor module in each foot for precise 
force and torque feedback. This consists of a block placed within the foot beneath the ankle, 
containing strain gauges, Wheatstone half-bridges to amplify the readings, and analog-to-digital 
converters for translating the readings. The converters also connect to the load cells built into the 
foot. The single-board computer would connect to the SAFT block through a Teensy built into the 
SAFT block that takes readings and can be made into a ROS node like the other Teensys on 
TigerBot. Most of these sensor readings are not theoretically required to implement a walking gait, 
but they can be taken within simulation, so appropriate ranges for these values can be considered 
as well. 
TigerBot is currently tethered, as the 75V DC power supply for the Teknic motors requires AC 
power. There are also 12V rails for each PCB stack, which gets converted locally to 5V for sensors, 
and 5V rails for the ODroid XU4 and the USB hubs. The Teensys can be powered from the PCB 




Chapter 4: TigerBot Simulation 
4.1 Creating a URDF 
A Unified Robot Description Format (URDF) file is used in simulation and other software to 
describe how a robot is made up in joints and links. It starts with a root link, and follows a tree 
structure, branching when necessary. Joints and links each have properties such as location relative 
to the parent frame, joint limits and dynamics, and link inertia, visualization, and collision shape. 
A URDF then can be expanded on to fit other file formats for other pieces of software or be used 
as is. 
The URDF for TigerBot starts with the torso and goes down to the hips, where it branched into 
the legs. The joints include the torso abduction and rotation joints, the hip rotation, abduction, and 
flex joints for each leg, the knees, the ankles’ abduction and flex, and the toe joints. The links 
follow the same order. The root link is the world link for Gazebo; this creates a virtual fixed joint 
between the Gazebo world and the model. The purpose of the link is to hold the model upright in 
the air as it spawns in. After the model gets in its starting pose, the joint is modified, then removed 
to have the robot land on its feet and balance on its own. 
The model was based off the SolidWorks model for TigerBot. It includes 2-DOF arms that have 
not yet been added to the real-life robot. The URDF was made using an add-on, the Solidworks-
to-URDF exporter. The URDF has all the leg joints defined, but the arms are static and considered 
part of the torso, and one of the torso joints (the continuous torso rotation joint) was made fixed, 
to stop drift in the joint (which would be fixed with the latest PID change). 
To export the model, some changes were made in Solidworks. The model was split into 
different assemblies to represent each link. Some components were hidden to reduce the visual 
complexity. Coordinate systems and axes were defined to represent joints. Solidworks’s global 
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coordinate system is different from ROS’s defined system. For ROS, the x-axis is the forward 
direction, y-axis is horizontal, and z-axis is up. When defining coordinate systems in Solidworks, 
the ROS convention should be followed, but the coordinate systems can also be changed manually 
in the URDF itself.  
The URDF has both visual and collision properties for each link, where the visual model is 
what the link will look like, and the collision model will be the invisible but physical model 
underneath. For complex robots, the visual and collision models are usually separate. Simulators 
use the collision model to identify collisions, both between the robot’s own links and between the 
robot and other objects. Having the collision model resemble the visual model can be a waste of 
computing power. It is beneficial to have the collision model follow the general shape of the robot 
but be otherwise featureless. For example, for a robot with wheels, the visual model might have a 
fully-defined tire, while the collision model just uses a cylinder. For TigerBot, creating a collision 
model independent of the visual model required making a simplified Solidworks model consisting 
of blocks that followed the dimensions of the real model. This is then exported, and the resulting 





Figure 7: The TigerBot SolidWorks model with the collision model overlaying it. The collision 
model mostly consists of blocks outlining the original model with some exceptions like the ankle 
yokes. 
A URDF could be made manually, but the exporter takes care of the complex properties, such 
as the frame transformations, the inertial properties, and the visual properties. The exporter took 
time to set up and figure out, however, and has bugs that lead to problems before and after 
generating a URDF. Using the exporter might be the cause of some problems in using the URDF, 
e.g. trying to generate an ik-fast package, which is a solver for inverse kinematics. 
Besides the visual and collision properties of the URDF, there is also joint limit properties, 
which is the range of angles and the maximum effort and velocity a joint can handle, and the joint 
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dynamics properties, which include damping and friction. The range of angles have not been 
adjusted to account for collision because another piece of software, MoveIt!, has collision checking 
and avoidance. For joint dynamics, arbitrary nonzero values have been included to keep the robot 
from acting unrealistically. 
4.2 MoveIt! 
MoveIt! was set up for TigerBot as well. MoveIt! is software for robotic manipulation that 
handles path-planning, trajectory generation, kinematics, and more. It runs off ROS using a node 
to pull the robot’s description and characteristics from the parameter server, usually as a URDF, 
and provides services and topics to control a robot while also expecting certain topics for 
information on the robot’s current state. It requires a URDF and some set-up to generate a custom 
MoveIt! package for a robot. MoveIt! will generate a Semantic Robot Description Format (SRDF) 
file in combination with the URDF that describes planning groups, end-effectors, additional 
collision checking and transform information, and other properties. The planning groups which 
joints will be controlled while the others are left stationary, so the planning groups for TigerBot 
are the left leg and the right leg, from the hips to the foot, not including the toe joints. MoveIt! 
uses RViz to visualize the model. RViz is a 3D visualizer for ROS. Typically it is used for 
visualizing sensor data such as cameras and point clouds, but MoveIt! uses it for visualizing the 
robot’s pose and the movements it would make. It also uses a plugin in RViz to allow controlling 
the robot through clicking and dragging interactive markers on the end-effector of the robot. Figure 




Figure 8: TigerBot as seen in RViz when using TigerBot’s MoveIt! demo. TigerBot’s legs can be 
controlled and moved directly from RViz using the MoveIt! plugin. 
MoveIt! could be used for controlling TigerBot, but it was used primarily for calculating inverse 
kinematics to control the feet. It used the Trac-IK Kinematics Solver plugin, since the default 
solver would not work properly in ROS Indigo for TigerBot. MoveIt! performs collision checking, 
so even without precise joint angle limits in the URDF, the inverse kinematics will take appropriate 
joint angles into account. The model’s origin, which is at the pelvis, is set at the world’s origin, so 
calculations are basically respective to the pelvis. The cartesian coordinates inputs for the inverse 
kinematics are distances from the hips to the feet, only in the x and y axes since the z-axis 
coordinate, the height, of the COM is inputted once and held constant. The joint values from the 




4.3.1 Gazebo Overview 
Gazebo is a 3D dynamic simulator designed to simulate robots which was chosen for its 
compatibility with ROS. Gazebo is different from RViz where RViz is kinematics based and 
Gazebo is physics-based. When using Gazebo, a world environment contains the robot and other 
models. The world can be set up to simulate the robot in different environments such as inside a 
room with furniture. The version is 7.0, which was upgraded from the default 2.0 version for ROS 
Indigo. Gazebo uses the Simulation Description Format, which is a format for describing the 
various elements and components of a robot. It can describe world-level characteristics down to 
robot-level and is designed to make up for some of URDF’s shortcomings. Gazebo can also use a 
URDF with the required SDF elements inserted. The additional Gazebo elements refer to how 
joints are controlled, and how the simulator should act relative to different joints and links. The 
additional Gazebo elements included in the URDF file for TigerBot include transmission element, 
which describe how each joint is controlled, dampening and stiffness, to keep the robot from 
moving unrealistically, and friction constants for the feet, since the foam on the soles of the feet 
are coated in rubber to reduce slipping. Figure 9 shows the TigerBot model in Gazebo. 
The joints can be controlled by position, velocity, or effort, referring to what the joint uses to 
achieve its goal position. Position control is simply moving to the target position, velocity control 
is moving at specific speeds to the target, and effort is exerting a certain amount of force to move 
to the target. The position control setting is used in Gazebo. Due to a bug, the default position 
setting does not work in ROS Indigo, so position PID control is set instead. When Gazebo gets a 
desired position, instead of automatically moving to the position, Gazebo uses PID to determine 
the appropriate effort to apply to the joint to move to that position. The PID gains are set as ROS 
parameters, specific to each joint. 
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An issue caused by using position PID control was setting incorrect PID gains. Previously, the 
gains were off such that the joints were not reaching their desired positions; they would jerk 
towards the target angle but then settle at a lower value. This caused inaccurate trajectories and 
test results. The gains were changed through trial-and-error to settle quickly at the positions with 
no oscillation. The gains themselves are much higher than the previous values. The model will 
then hold positions and appear more rigid then before with incorrect gain values. 
 
Figure 9: TigerBot as seen in Gazebo. The model spawns at the origin of the world. The 
simulation is currently paused, with the simulation time and the real time at zero. 
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Gazebo sets up a simulator clock to run off, which corresponds to the simulation world. When 
ROS keeps track of time, it will use the simulated time instead of real-time as a result. When 
talking about time in regards to simulation, it will refer to the simulated clock time. 
4.3.2 Gazebo and ROS 
Gazebo can stand alone or work with ROS. For integrating with ROS, Gazebo has a group of 
packages called gazebo_ros_pkgs. These allow control of the simulator, give access to data, and 
make Gazebo plugins for various sensors and such compatible with ROS. They also let URDFs be 
used alongside SDFs. To simulate robot control, Gazebo uses the ros_control package, which sets 
up controllers to handle groups of joints. Controllers in this context are interfaces that translates 
ROS commands into commands for the robot’s hardware. There are premade controllers that 
interface using ROS actions; they include effort, velocity, or position control and can take 
trajectory inputs or single inputs. The simulation for TigerBot uses a position controller to control 
the legs. The commands for the controller are sent to the controller through a command topic that 
takes an array of desired position values for each joint.  
TigerBot currently has three joint position controllers: one for the hips and both legs, one for 
the torso rotation and abduction joints, and one for the toes. One the first controller is used for 
implementing the walking gaits, as the gaits currently do not actuate the torso and toes. Those 
joints are either held at a constant neutral position or are disabled through the URDF to simplify 
control. 
The COM is important in generating a walking gait, so it is important to know its location and 
velocity. Gazebo publishes messages on topics detailing the model’s state and each of the links’ 
states. The messages detail the object’s pose, which is position and orientation, and the object’s 
twist, which is linear and angular velocity. By default, this is all in the world’s frame. The URDF 
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information is also accessible, as it gets loaded in as a ROS parameter for Gazebo to use. The 
URDF contains the mass of each link; this, in addition to the position and velocity of each link 
from the link state messages, means that the COM position and velocity can be calculated within 
the simulation. The feet positions are given in the link state messages as well, so the COM position 
can be compared to the feet positions for a general idea if the COM is within the support polygon. 
The x and y coordinates of the COM are represented with a sphere in Gazebo at a height of 
TigerBot’s ankles for a visual representation of the projection of the COM compared to TigerBot’s 
feet. 
TigerBot’s COM is located between its thighs. To simplify calculations, it can be assumed to 
be at its pelvis instead, so when the COM’s position and velocity is required, the pelvis’s position 
and velocity are used instead. 
TigerBot is spawned into Gazebo with a world link that fixes the model to a point in the air. To 
start TigerBot out in an initial pose, it is easiest to move to that pose in the air, then setting the 
robot on the ground to continue standing or start to walk. To simulate that behavior, the joint 
between the world link and the torso can be modified from a fixed joint to a prismatic joint in the 
z direction, letting the model slide down to the ground while still held upright, then removing the 
joint completely, so the model balances on its own. 
Figure 10 shows the layout of how the simulation works in ROS. The Gazebo node publishes 
the state of links in models, which is subscribed on by the COM node, which pulls information 
concerning the COM and the feet. These topics are subscribed to by the node running the walking 
gait, which also publishes commands to control TigerBot in Gazebo.  These include commands to 




Figure 10: The plot of the topics and nodes in ROS for running the walking gait simulation. 
4.4 Running the Walking Gait 
4.4.1 Standing 
Standing upright involves TigerBot with bent knees, feet spread, and a proportional-integral 
(PI) controller on the ankles’ pitch. TigerBot’s slight crouch serves to lower TigerBot’s COM for 
increased stability and make longer strides possible since the legs have more margin to stretch. 
The PI controller moves the ankle flex joint up or down to stop the robot from falling forward or 
back respectively. It uses the COM’s velocity for the error, since if the COM is too far forward or 
back, the robot would then start falling forward or back and have a nonzero velocity. When the 
COM has a velocity at zero, the robot is balanced. The integral part of the controller is necessary 
to keep the robot upright, but a derivative part is optional and is not included. The derivative part 
can be detrimental and cause jittering and instability. 
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The PI controller is for balance along the x-axis, and no controller is necessary along the y-axis. 
Previously an ankle roll controller was used in the same manner as the ankle pitch controller except 
using the COM velocity’s y component, which was then switched to a controller using the hips’ 
abduction joints. The second controller was used because resisting falling to the side using the hips 
is more natural and also more effective than using the ankles. However, modulating the hip 
abduction joints would cause greater discrepancy to the cartesian coordinates used to calculate the 
inverse kinematics compared to using the ankle roll joint. After correcting Gazebo’s PID changes, 
the robot did not need a controller to resist falling sideways, since the robot was rigid enough to 
balance. The controller for y-axis balance could still be used perhaps to control sideways velocity 
better. 
4.4.2 Walking Gait Generation 
4.4.2.1 Walking Gait using the LIPM 
In the beginning, the plan was to follow the LIPM method of walking gait generation. This 
followed the equations shown in the literature survey and appeared as in Figure 11. The initial 
setup would start with the standing pose, the COM would shift over to the right foot, then the robot 
would take three steps and end with its feet together again. The equations output COM trajectories 
for each walking primitive, which were converted to distances between the COM and each foot by 
comparing the trajectories to the step coordinates. These distances were brought into MoveIt! to 




Figure 11: The graph of the COM trajectory generated by following the LIPM concept. The 
different colors of the trajectory indicate separate walk primitives. The feet of each step are 
outlined in matching colors to indicate the stance foot per primitive. The circle markers indicated 
the desired ZMP of each step, while the x markers indicate the actual ZMP calculated to fit the 
trajectory. Parameters include a step width of 0.3m, length of 0.1m, COM height of 1.07867m, 
a=15, and b=1. 
Initially, instead of using inverse kinematics, MoveIt!’s path-planning functions were used. 
MoveIt! can take cartesian waypoints, generate a cartesian path, then calculate joint trajectories 
which included not only joint positions but also joint velocities, accelerations, effort, and timing. 
However, the timing did not follow the desired time width for each step, since the joint positions 
will be published at a constant rate, nor did it have consistent time increments between joint 
trajectory points. To normalize the timing, the times were scaled to fit the appropriate time range, 
and from plotting the joint trajectories, joint value points were extrapolated to match the desired 
consistent time increment.  
Besides the walking primitives, MoveIt! was also used to generate trajectories for the swing 
foot as it took a step. The trajectory involved lifting the foot, moving it to the desired position, and 
placing it back at the original height. At the same time, the stance foot should naturally push 
backwards while following the COM trajectory during the step. Like the walking primitives, the 
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generated joint trajectories were scaled and extrapolated to match the necessary timing for a step 
to be completed.  
The generated joint trajectories were loaded into ROS as parameters and were sent to the joint 
controllers periodically. The immediate problem was that the robot could not keep its balance 
while it leaned to the side and lifted the swing foot; it would fall sideways as it had too much 
momentum. It still needed some momentum to keep the robot balanced on the stance leg while 
taking a step, however. In an attempt to control the COM velocity, the theoretical values were 
taken from the calculated COM trajectories and were included in the same PI controllers used to 
keep balance while standing and now used to stay upright. The PI controllers controlled the ankle 
flex and ankle abduction and instead of a COM velocity setpoint of zero, the velocity setpoint 
would vary. This did not have much of an effect on its behavior.  
When the PID gains were changed to make the robot more rigid, the execution of this gait 
changed. The robot would not immediately tip sideways but had a tendency to move backwards. 
This may come from the COM tending towards behind the robot, causing the robot to lean back 
more, and when the feet lifted, caused the robot to end up taking a step back. 
The problem with using a gait generated from the LIPM method is likely that TigerBot does 
not match the single mass assumption. Instead of having most of the mass in the torso and 
negligible mass in the legs, TigerBot contains a significant amount of mass in its legs. 
4.4.2.2 Walking Gait with ZMP Attempt 
After being unsuccessful with the LIPM model method, a basic walking gait generation method 
was started from scratch; the gait would start with swaying to the side, then swaying with lifting 
the swing foot, then actually taking a step and looping the process. This process would keep the 
COM, used as an approximation for the ZMP, within the support polygon during the gait, since 
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the support polygon shrinks to consist the stance foot during the single support phase. The PI 
control to balance along the y-axis was also switched from the ankle abduction joint to the hip 
abduction joint at this point. 
Leaning to the side uses the same COM positions for the initial sway calculated with the LIPM 
method. The movement of the swing feet came not from the MoveIt!-generated trajectories, but 
from adjusting the joints manually. The swing foot would have the starting position and the new 
position and would lift off the ground by moving the hip abduction, knee, and foot flex joints. The 
stance foot would also move back and down, to ‘kick’ against the ground. During the step, the PI 
controller for balance would be temporarily disabled for the swing foot, so the PI control of the 
ankle’s flex joint would not mess up the swing foot’s contact with the ground. Once the swing foot 
is down, the current position of the feet and COM was taken, and shifting the COM to the next 
stance foot was generated by plotting 20 points between the current COM position and the desired 
position and using MoveIt! to calculate inverse kinematics. These positions required manual joint 
adjustments as well. Then the new step would again be done using joint adjustments.  
This method of generating IK values and manually adjusting joint values was largely ineffective 
and inconsistent. The robot would take unnatural looking poses to stay balanced, and the manual 
adjustments required trial-and-error. No more than three steps were scripted out, and they could 
not be looped to create a walking cycle. The gait was unlikely to be robust enough for the real 
robot to use. 
As mentioned before, a significant error was having incorrect PID parameters for position 
control in Gazebo. This lead to joints not following the position commands. After changing the 
PID gains, the previous walking gait with manual joint adjustments was invalidated. However, the 
standing and walking execution became more consistent. Walking primitives were changed to not 
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be dependent on the location of the COM and the feet in the world frame, but rather just consist of 




4.4.2.3 Successful Walking Gait using the ZMP Concept 
The current walking gait for TigerBot consists of moving the COM forward while keeping it 
within the support polygon. As mentioned previously, the COM is approximated to be at the hips, 
so solving inverse kinematics is from the hips to the feet. Also, the ZMP is assumed to be the 
projection of the COM on the ground plane. The walking gait used in simulation consists of both 
single and double support phases. The gait is shown in Figure 12, and its parameters in Table 2. 
 
Figure 12: The graph of the walking gait used in simulation. Along with the COM trajectory, the 
feet are outlined in different colors per step to match each walking primitive’s stance foot 
(expect the green indicates the starting pose) with the circle markers indicating the center of each 
foot.  
Table 2: The parameters of the walking gait used in simulation. 
Step Length (m) Step Width (m) COM (pelvis) height (m) 
0.1 0.4 1.07867 
   
The initial standing pose has the feet 0.4m apart, with a slight crouch to decrease the COM 
height by 0.06m. From the standing pose, the robot leans towards its right foot, so that the COM 
is above the foot. This makes the right leg the stance leg, and the left leg the swing leg. The left 
foot moves a step forward while the right foot shifts back. As the step happens, the robot is in the 
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single support phase as the COM moves slightly towards the center of the support polygon, but 
still back and to the side near the support foot. This helps mitigate the sideways momentum from 
the step. The left foot lands, and the robot is in the double support phase. The COM moves in a 
diagonal towards the left foot, decelerating in the process so that when the COM stops over the 
left foot, the momentum of the step is not enough to make the robot fall to the side. The left leg is 
now the stance leg, and the robot takes a step with the right leg. The COM moves the same way, 
moving towards the swing foot, and the next step happens when the COM is over the new stance 
foot. This cycle loops to form a walking gait that consists of the initial walking primitives and then 
the two steps that are repeated. 
Each step is planned out ahead of time, with inverse kinematics calculated through MoveIt!. 
The beginning lean to the side and each step consists of ten points for the COM to move through. 
These points are converted to distances from the pelvis to each foot, and passed to MoveIt!, which 
calculates the inverse kinematics for joint values. These joint values are then passed to Gazebo’s 
joint controllers for each point.  
The PI controller used to balance while standing is still active during the walking gait. This 
again keeps the robot from falling forwards or backwards. There are some modifications since 
walking requires a nonzero COM velocity, compared to standing which expects zero velocity. 
During each step, the integrated error will increase due to the necessary forward COM velocity as 
the COM shifts forward, and will accumulate with each step with no chance to decrease. To keep 
the error from building up unnecessarily, the integrated error is cleared at the start of each step. 
This keeps the PI controller from hindering walking. 
While walking, the torso of the robot should be kept upright and tilted forward, rather than tilted 
back. This influences the COM position while walking. In the double support phase, it should 
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follow a diagonal from the ankle of the stance foot to the ankle of the swing foot of the previous 
step. However, over time the COM would shift backwards; the diagonal movement would end up 
behind the ankle of the swing foot, towards the back of the foot. This is still within the support 
polygon and is fine for just balancing and a few steps, but over time this can cause the robot to fall 
backwards. The ideal position for the COM is to keep it on level with the ankles. To control the 
position of the COM in the support polygon and to keep it between the ankles, the error of the PI 
controller is edited depending on the current x-position of the COM compared to the x-position of 
the feet. If the COM is too far backwards, the error is manually decreased; this causes the controller 
to act as if the robot was tipping forward, and adjust slightly to tilt the robot forward, thus moving 
the COM towards the ankle again. There is also the case of the COM sometimes moving too far 
forward, towards the front of the foot. This can impede the swing foot’s step, causing the step to 
not move the full length and affecting the robot’s balance. For this, the COM velocity error would 
be manually increased, causing the robot to tilt back and move the COM position back towards 




Figure 13: The flow chart for the ROS node that controls the walking gait simulation. After some 
setup, TigerBot moves through the gait with a specified timing while simultaneously using a PI 
controller to keep balanced. 
One unexplained error in walking is that the robot will turn and drift to one side or the other 
while walking. The occasional change in the robot’s yaw happens when the robot takes a step. 
While it is in the single support phase, the swing foot is free to rotate with no friction on it as it 
would have when in contact with the ground. The rotation is calculated by inverse kinematics to 
keep the feet orientation constant. The swing foot will also have a larger than normal rotation 
difference then in the double support phase. Sometimes, the swing foot will not lift properly, and 
may land early or not fully leave the ground. This plus the rotation the swing foot goes through 
might cause the robot’s yaw to shift to match the improper yaw the swing foot had. Other factors 
that add to the effect could be the feet possibly sliding during the double support phase, or small 
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rotational oscillations the robot goes through in the double support phase when the feet has 
improper contact with the ground. This y-axis drift will affect the measurements coming from the 
Gazebo topics, as those are taken with respect to the world frame, not the model frame. The world 
frame measurements must be rotated by the robot’s heading so that they match the model’s frame. 
The model’s heading is included in the Gazebo topics. After the rotation the positions of the COM 
and the feet will be along the model’s x-axis, as will be the COM velocity.  
One thing to take note of in developing the walking gait were sideways oscillations that would 
happen after a step. If the robot is moving quickly, the robot will tip sideways, but even if the robot 
does not fall, there is the possibility of the robot rocking back and forth between the stance and 
swing feet of the former step. If this were to happen with the real robot, a large amount of strain 
would be put on the motors, so the sideways oscillations should be avoided. The position of the 
COM at the end of the step can mitigate the oscillations. If the COM is towards the new stance 
foot, the model lifts off the former stance foot and risks falling forward. If the COM is towards the 
former stance foot, then the model bounces off the former stance foot and risks falling backwards. 
For the most part, the timing of the walking gait is consistent. The COM moves to its next 
position at a constant rate except in a couple situations. To mitigate sideways oscillations, the pose 
as the step is finished is held longer than normal, to keep sideways momentum to a minimum and 
to let the robot’s balance settle. Another situation is when the COM velocity errors are edited to 
move the COM within the support polygon. If the robot keeps moving while this happens, the 
forward/backwards momentum can cause the robot to oscillate. For safety, the robot pauses while 
adjusting the COM to keep its balance. The first two steps also have different timing from the rest 
of the steps, though the poses are the same between steps. The first two steps are slowed down in 
the beginning, to keep the robot steady after transitioning from the single support phase to the 
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double support phase. After the robot walks for a while, the steps become smother so slowing 
down the timing is not necessary for the latter steps. 
This method of walking depends on the Gazebo world measurements to stay stable. For the real 
robot, this can be replaced with measurements from the IMU and forward kinematics. The IMU 
would show the torso’s orientation, which can extrapolate to the hip’s orientation. The forward 
kinematics would show the position of the feet with respect to the hips. Combining the feet position 
and the hips’ orientation with respect to the ground would show where the COM is within the 
support polygon. A ROS package that could help is hrl_kinematics, which is designed to calculate 
the support polygon and the COM’s position from the URDF, and determine static balance. The 
IMU would also output linear acceleration, which could be integrated to get the COM velocity 
needed for the PI controller for balance. It could also be integrated again for TigerBot’s current 
position while walking. 
An IMU plugin could be implemented in Gazebo, to make the simulation less reliant on Gazebo 
measurements and more similar to the real robot. It would need to be included in the URDF with 
the appropriate Gazebo tags. An additional link for the IMU itself would branch off the torso link, 
positioned at the chest where it is located on the real robot. When the simulated IMU is established, 
it would publish an IMU topic with orientation, angular velocity, and linear acceleration.  
This lead to a walking gait where the ZMP is approximated as the COM, which itself is 
approximated as the projection of the pelvis. Since the LIPM appeared not to fit, the robot instead 
spends most of the gait in the double support phase to move the COM forward while still within 
the support polygon and keeping its balance. The COM would move to hover near one foot to the 
next, so that the ZMP near the center a single foot allowed the single-support phase to happen and 
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let the swing foot take a step. When the swing foot lands, the COM can again move within a larger 
support polygon. 
Initially, the COM trajectory while the robot is in the double support phase consisted of a linear 
relationship, moving from the center of the support polygon towards the next stance foot at a 
consistent rate, different from what is seen in Figure 12. As mentioned before, this cause sideways 
oscillation as the robot would rock back and forth between its feet due to the momentum from the 
step.  
To reduce the oscillation, initial methods consisted of adjusting the height of the swing foot as 
it landed. In the normal case, the height is not changed at all during the single support phase; the 
swing foot lifts on its own. To attempt softening the force which the swing foot lands with, the 
height of the swing foot would vary. One attempt was to have the swing foot rise slightly so that 
it would contact the ground later, then return to its original height. The other attempt was to lower 
it so it would contact the ground sooner, then return to its original height. Sideways oscillation was 
alleviated in both cases, more so the former, but the process required tuning and was inconsistent 
with each step. The process also appeared to worsen other problems; the previous stance foot 
would tend to slide backwards more so than before, and the robot would sometimes settle into a 
slight rocking oscillation after the step. This method was not used in the end; the sideways 
oscillation was dampened better by changing the COM location at the start of the double support 
phase. 
To make the double support phase more natural, the COM trajectory was changed from moving 
at constant pace from the center between the feet to the next stance foot, to accelerating then 
decelerating through the trajectory. The trajectory still followed the diagonal between the two 
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points, but the acceleration and deceleration through the trajectory points comes from the 
following equation: 
𝑥 = 𝑥0 + 0.5 ∗ 𝑎𝑡
2         (12) 
Where x is a generated position, x0 is the position offset, a is an acceleration value, and t is time. 
The time range used is 0 to 0.45s, with 0.05s increments. The increment comes from the ROS node 
loop rate, but it is not important. More so is the range, which will generate 10 points. From the 
desired start and end position and the time range, the acceleration and the offset can be calculated 
for the COM trajectory points. The y coordinate points were generated similarly. As mentioned 
previously, these values consisted of the distance each foot is from the pelvis origin, to be inputted 
to the MoveIt! inverse kinematics solver. For instance, the trajectories for the double support phase 
after the first step consist of starting at (0.075, 0.3) and ending at (0, 0.05) for the left foot and 
starting at (-0.025, -0.1) and ending at (-0.1, -0.35) for the right foot. This correlates with the COM 
ending just about over the left foot, with the right foot behind the robot. The trajectories keep 
distances of 0.1m along the x-axis and 0.4m along the y-axis between the feet.  
When the starting COM point after a step was shifted to be off-center, the COM trajectory 
points were recalculated with the new starting point. The acceleration/deceleration in the double-
support phase lessened the sideways oscillation from the step, but not significantly. It did improve 
the movement before the next step, since during the deceleration the robot slows down, which 
helps keep it stable while performing the next step. The gait is shown in Figure 12. 
4.4.3 Gait Execution using ROS 
A ROS node was made to control the robot and execute the generated walking gaits. The node 
subscribes to a topic with the COM’s and the feet’s position coordinates in the world frame and 
another with the COM’s velocity, again in the world frame. The node also loads multiple 
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parameters, mostly being lists of values for each joint pertaining to different walking primitives. 
To control the robot, the node publishes to a joint position controller’s command topic. In a loop, 
it sends messages on that topic with an array of values for each joint the controller utilizes. The 
joint controller in this case is one that controls the hip and leg joints of both legs. These values 
come from the parameters lists, plus edits from the PI controller and any manual adjustments. The 
loop publishes at 20Hz so that the PI controller reacts to the COM velocity relatively fast, but the 
node moves through the walking primitive points at a slower rate. This is to keep the COM velocity 
of the robot slower and let the robot keep its balance while executing the walking gait. This is also 
adjustable, so reducing the time between COM point incrementation speeds up the walking gait 
and increasing the time slows it down.  
The loop goes through the walking primitives by linking each list of COM points together and 
indexing them. This allows some segments to be ran once, then for others to be looped 
continuously. There are also sub index values that specify how many while loops to go through 
before incrementing the index. This is how pausing on a certain COM point while keeping the PI 




Chapter 5: Using the Real Robot to Air-Walk 
When the robot is in the air, its COM velocity is zero. This means the PI controller to keep it 
from falling will be inactive, and the movements will only be the generated gait. The real robot 
then only needs the IK joints angles to air-walk. 
The joint angles, including the initial stance and lean and the left and right steps, are loaded to 
ROS as parameters. They are then converted from radians to degrees, to match the encoders, and 
lists for the positions of each joint and timing are set as more parameters for each Teensy to get. 
Each Teensy is started up as a rosserial node where they load the parameters and wait for a 
command to start the gait, or at least to move to the starting position. Once they get a command to 
move, the current positions are compared to the desired positions; if the difference in angle is less 
than a certain offset calculated from the RAS, then the current position is deemed close enough 
and the motor stays off. Otherwise, the motor turns on and moves the joint towards the target angle 
while the encoder is constantly read. When the encoder reads within the offset of the target, the 
motor is turned off. Due to the RAS, the motor will decelerate through the calculated offset and 
the angle ends up approximately at the target angle. That joint is marked as done and the other 
joints continue to move towards their target angles. 
To synchronize with each other, the Teensys publish a message when each of the joints they 
control has reached the desired angle for the current pose, which would then stop, and listen on 
another topic for a command to continue. A separate node keeps track of each Teensy that finishes 
movement, so that when all of them are done it publishes the go-ahead to move to the next pose. 
It also has a timer running based off the specific timing for the gait that were determine in the 
simulation. It waits the appropriate time then checks if all the Teensys finished, sends the message 
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to continue. If not all are done, then the timer’s period shortens to check more frequently. The 
process is outlined in Figure 14, and Figure 15 lists the ROS nodes and topics. 
 
Figure 14: The flowchart of the process for air-walking. The process on the Teensy side is shown 





Figure 15: The ROS node graph when air-walking. Ovals surrounded by rectangles represent 
nodes while stand-alone rectangles represent topics. The arrow show which nodes publish or 
subscribe to a topic. 
Previously, the real robot’s control scheme was velocity control. Based off the desired position 
and time, the Teensy would calculate a velocity for the motor and run it until the encoder reaches 
the correct position. No timing is then necessary, and this makes for smooth joint movement. 
However, the simulation utilizes position control. The robot would reach the desired position as 
soon as possible then stop, leading to a pause before the next command is sent. This is equivalent 
to using constant high speeds. To follow this with the real robot, the joints move at high velocities 
so that they reach the desired position before the time for the next command, which follows the 
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timer. Like the real robot, there is then a pause before the next command is sent by the timer. The 
ankles are an exception, since with the linear actuators, the velocities have to be calculated so that 
the ankle’s flex and abduction joints reach the desired position at the same time.  
Chapter 6: Results 
6.1 Simulation Results 
The data in Table 3 have been determined from averaging the data of multiple simulations. 
Since simulation includes variable timing depending on the stability of the model, the timing per 
step varies, which affects the velocity in the x-direction. The step length and the distance of the 
robot in the y-direction also varies due to error.  
Table 3: Characteristics of the simulated walking gait 







Length at 120 steps 
(m) 
3.097+0.2860 0.0281+0.0033 0.0861+0.0033 10.412+0.4946 
    





Error per Step 
(m) 
Average Y Error at 
120 steps (m) 
381.0793+42.6529 0.0023+0.0022 0.0063+0.0059 0.3495+ 0.0677 
 
As previously shown in Table 2, the ideal step length is 0.1m, with a constant width of 0.4m. 
With no changes in timing for balancing, the ideal step time is 2.1s, meaning the ideal forward 
velocity is 0.0476m/s. Compared to the average values and ideal values, the average velocity is 




The average step time of 3.1s is mostly due to the occasional pausing from the PI controller as 
it adjusts the COM location relative to the ankles to keep it on track with its desired trajectory. 
Removing the pausing mechanism would keep the step time on track with the ideal time of 2.1s, 
but would lead to instability at times that can cause the robot to fall sooner than it would with the 
pausing. A possible compromise is to use a timed pause instead of stopping the trajectory until the 
COM’s position is satisfactory. There will still be moments of instability, but less often. 
Also included is average distance and time at 120 steps, which is 60 cycles of the gait. These 
have less variation overall than the values per step. The robot can walk far more than 120 steps 
however; it can walk for more than 600 steps before falling, for a distance of more than 50 meters.  
In general, the initial few steps are irregular, but over time the steps become more consistent 
and smooth. At this pace, the robot walks slow but steady. Should the gait be sped up by decreasing 
the step time, the robot does move faster, but will not travel as long or as far as at a slower pace 
before falling. Still, reducing the step time is an option if future users prefer to trade stability for 
speed.   
The graph of the simulated COM and feet trajectories shows how the robot moved within 
simulation.  Figure 16 is the trajectories spanning more than 9 meters along the x-axis. The feet 
stay 0.4m apart but there is drift along the y-axis. There are also some instances visible where 
some steps are not 0.1m in length, as seen where the peaks of the trajectories grow close together, 
likely due to missteps. Figure 17 shows the COM does not start at zero along the x-axis as the feet 
do. The step lengths are not consistent, the feet are not completely still, and the COM appears to 
oscillate more at the end of a walking trajectory as the COM approaches the right side right before 
the next step. Between steps 4 and 5, the COM trajectory has an irregular triangle shape, indicating 
that the robot likely had to recover its balance there. 
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Comparing the graph of the theoretical COM and feet trajectories to the simulated trajectories 
in Figure 18, the simulated trajectories have the same general shape of moving from one foot to 
another in a triangular shape. However, the triangles are not consistent. The simulated COM 
trajectory was offset by a small positive amount to begin at roughly zero in the x-axis, but by the 
third step, the triangle for the simulation appears behind the foot location, around the ankle, which 
is still an alright location for the COM to be for the swing foot to lift properly. 
 
Figure 16: The trajectories of the COM and the feet during the simulated walking gait, starting 
from the origin. The top line is the left foot’s trajectory, the bottom line is the right foot’s 




Figure 17: A closeup of Figure 16 at the origin. The top line is the left foot’s trajectory, the 
bottom line is the right foot’s trajectory, and the center line is the COM’s trajectory. 
 
 





6.2 Air-Walking Results 
Figures 19 through 24 show a comparson between the simulation air-walking and the real life 
air-walking. The process is leaning towards the robot’s right, taking a first step with the left foot, 
leaning towards the left, taking a second step with the right foot, and leaning a third time torwards 
the right. This then repeats starting with stepping with the left foot. 
 
(a)     (b) 





(a)     (b) 
Figure 20: Comparison of TigerBot while leaning towards the right. (a) Simulation (b) Real 
robot 
 
    (a)    (b) 




   (a)     (b) 
Figure 22: Comparison of TigerBot leaning to the left and forward. (a) Simulation (b) Real robot 
 
    (a)    (b) 




   (a)     (b) 
Figure 24: Comparison of TigerBot leaning to the right and forward. (a) Simulation (b) Real 
robot 
The comparisons match fairly well. If the robot ever needs to have the joint positions calibrated, 
the process is moving TigerBot to stand completely straight and zeroing out the encoders so they 
are set at zero degrees at the proper spot. The timing is somewhat slower than ideal, however. 
Initially, when the timing is slower, the execution is on pace with the desired timing, but when the 




Figure 25: The timing diagrams of ROS messages during air-walking with the real robot. The time 
line starts when the first Teensy sent a message Each Teensy is labeled 0-4, and sends a message 
with their id when the joints they control are at their desired positions. When all Teensys are done, 
a message to move to the next pose is sent to each of them, which is put at a value of 5 in the graph. 
The Done Messages series shows when each message was sent; the y-axis value is shows where 
the latest message came from. The Theoretical Timing series shows when the ‘move to next 
position’ messages should be published. 
The executed air-walk was short of the theoretical timing by two seconds, taking about 16 
seconds instead of about 14 seconds. This could be fixed by increasing the speeds the joints move 
at so they reach their target positions sooner. 
Chapter 7: Conclusion 
TigerBot is a platform for RIT for graduate students to research humanoid robots. At full-scale, 
it is more useful than smaller-scale robot as it can walk and perform human-like motion with more 
fidelity. The work done on TigerBot so far has been to set up both hardware and software to control 
the real robot and also to run simulations. This involved integrating the encoders and motors with 
ROS so they can be controlled with the ODroid, and creating a model and setting up the simulator. 
To test both, a walking gait is developed and tested on the simulation and the real robot. The 























Timing Diagram of Air-Walk Execution
Done Messages Theoretical Timing
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success in both the simulation and the air-walking acts as proof of concept and leaves the robot 
ready to be used by other students as is or to be improved upon further. 
Chapter 8: Future Work 
Additional work can be done to the real robot. The 2 DOF arms on the model have been 
designed but not machined and attached. The currently unused sensors, including the current 
sensors, force sensors on the feet, and the IMU require code to integrate with the single board 
computer. A camera could also be attached as a head for computer vision, such as a RBG-D camera 
like the Kinect or Xtion Pro. 
With the physical platform fully set up, more robust walking could be implemented following 
the demonstrated walking gait with modifications. For example, the force sensors on the feet could 
be used to determine the best gait for walking on rough terrain, or how to recover from being 
pushed. 
To move towards TigerBot’s original premise of being a tour guide, a camera as mentioned 
earlier or GPS could be used for navigation while walking, to perform Simultaneous Localization 
and Mapping (SLAM) within a building or to navigate to specific coordinates when outside. This 
would also require changing the power supply to batteries, as TigerBot is currently tethered. The 
batteries would need to be strong enough for TigerBot to walk a significant distance and would 
likely be heavy enough to affect TigerBot’s mass. The batteries could be pulled along behind 
TigerBot on a cart, but it would be more conventional to carry the batteries in its back. Either way, 
to be able to simulate walking with such modifications, the URDF would have to be edited, either 
with the Solidworks to URDF converter plugin or manually.  
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Implementing the simulated walking gait on the real robot requires IMU data for the PI 
controller using COM velocity, with the data adjusted to estimate the hips’ velocity instead of the 
torso’s, and calculating the location of the feet relative to the hips. Running the PI controller on 
the ODroid with the same conditions as it had with the simulation will output changes to the ankles’ 
flex joint angles and the timing of the positions. These changes would need to be published so that 
the node that controls the timing and the Teensys that control the ankle see them and adjust 
accordingly.  
Should future users want to continue with the walking gait developed in simulation, it would 
be best to focus on improving the gait’s speed. This would require more stabilization, so perhaps 
a different method of balancing besides the PI controller could be explored. Otherwise, different 
walking methods, such as modeling TigerBot as three masses or involving the active toe joints, 
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